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Coronavirus Helpline

As Coronavirus spreads it seems likely it will affect at least some members of our
community. Should you have to self-isolate and yet need essential food or
household supplies, medical assistance or other help –
Please contact wheathillbeneﬁce@gmail.com or ring 07421 700242.
Similarly, if you are aware of elderly or vulnerable people living alone who might need assistance or should be
checked up on, please let us know. More Helpline information and Resources have been circulated locally.

Wheathill Beneﬁce Parish Magazine - Summer 2020

We will be publishing a separate magazine for August this year instead of the usual combined summer issue. The
Editor would be pleased to hear from you if you wish to share any news or activities - notes and pictures welcomed.
Each issue will be published and available online for the beginning of each month - see website addresses listed on
page 16. We will let you know when we can safely print and deliver a copy to everyone, hopefully in near future!
Next issue will be AUGUST 2020 magazine – submissions up to 09:00 am Friday, 17^_ July
Items to the Editor – VIA EMAIL PLEASE: wheathillbeneﬁcemagazine@gmail.com

Dear Friends
Dear Friends
I'm writing this in mid June, we're beginning to open up our churches for private
prayer and funerals. We're looking towards a time when it will be possible to
gather for weekly worship, to celebrate weddings and to welcome individuals
and families for baptisms. As I write I don't yet know when any of those will be
possible, or what shape they will take.
In the midst of this comes the challenge to us from 'Black lives matter' about
ingrained racism within the world, nation and maybe within our lives as well.
The horriLic death of George Floyd in the USA was the catalyst of the current
protests, but within this country the Windrush scandal adds to the story and the
felt injustice of many. Additionally there is the increased incidence of death in
the BAME (Black Asian and Minority Ethnic) community from Covid19. Whilst
the jury is still out on the precise causes of this it all adds to the context within
which we Lind ourselves.
So how do we respond?
Maybe a Lirst response is to realise what we have. What can you give thanks for
today? If we develop a sense of gratitude it can help us to develop an awareness
of what we have and that may help us to desire justice for others, to care for
those who have less and those who may be at the receiving end of injustice and
discrimination. Gratitude means that we know what we have, and that can help
us become more aware of what others do not have. So maybe in the next two
weeks each day give thanks for something different, and become aware of those
who do not have what we have.
A second response might be to Lind an organisation that works in an area that
we've become aware of through developing gratitude and thankfulness. It might
be a Christian organisation, e.g. TEAR Fund but there are many other
organisations, those that work with political prisoners like Amnesty
International, or a local Food Bank or similar organisation, e.g. Lord's Larder in
Yeovil or Glastonbury Food Bank. There are many others what counts is acting
on our awareness of the situation and on the gratitude that we have.
A third response might be to turn that gratitude into thanking God for all that
He has given to us. We're coming to the end of an extraordinary time in the life of
our nation, but Covid has not gone away, and is not going to for quite some time.
Black lives matter as an organisation began in 2012, following the death of
Trayvon Martin as he visited his local supermarket, and the subsequent acquittal
of the person who shot him. The pace of change is, at best slow, but we can learn
from individual contributions which may help us to develop gratitude and
thankfulness.
Maybe the best example of someone rising above the situation they were
faced with is that of Patrick Hutchinson, a Black lives matter supporter, carrying
someone injured in a counter protest to safety on their shoulder. I wonder how
that counter protester feels now. Has it changed his views, and is he grateful?
Patrick put his life at risk for the sake of someone who he didn't know but he saw
in danger. In Jesus God has done more than that, and has given us abundant life,
a life for which we can give thanks, and a life that challenges us about how we
live with those who are our physical neighbours, as well as those who are our
neighbours in sharing humanity.
As nations we have a past history, as individuals we have a past history, the
question is how are we going to move forward? Is gratitude, awareness of the
other and thankfulness to God going to play a part in that future?
I Lind all of this deeply challenging, and offer this as my reLlection at this point
(mid June), please do talk to me about how this conversation develops.

Weekly Online Worship
There will continue to be weekly online worship (Wheathill BeneLice on
YouTube, use the Playlist option) for as long as it is needed, and I send out a
weekly mailing by both post and email, if you'd like to be added please let me
know. We continue to pray for the communities, individuals, nation and world
and are available to talk should you wish to do so. Contact details are in the
magazine.
Best wishes,
Jane
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Church opening for private prayer
Following permission from the Government and Church of England and local risk
assessments, churches in the beneLice are open for private prayer as follows:
Barton St David – Wednesday afternoon 2–4pm, please phone the
churchwarden Wendy Eitzen to conLirm time etc on( 01458) 850011
Keinton Mandeville – Tuesday and Friday afternoons 2-4pm
Kingweston – open 10am - 4pm daily
Lydford is not open at this time in order to minimise risk of infection and
transmission.
Small funerals (family members only) can now take place in the church buildings,
but numbers are still limited. We're still waiting for details and permission
regarding opening for weddings and public worship, and will let you have details
as soon as we know, they will be posted on Wheathill.org, the Wheathill beneLice
Facebook page and all other locations where we post this magazine.

Keinton Mandeville Parish Church Openers – July 2020
As explained above, St Mary Magdalene Church will be open for limited
sessions and church openers will be arranged. Should you need to swap,
please could you let Emma know as well as the person due to hand the key
onto you.
As the situation evolves and if more access is possible, a rota will be
published in the August magazine. Meanwhile, if anyone else would like to
help with the locking and unlocking of the church, please call 223344.

Wheathill Priory Community Transport – WPCT
Like most organisa?ons, during these abnormal ?mes, our community transport
has been aﬀected by the coronavirus guidelines laid down by the government.
The result is that we have had to curtail our normal operations not only because
of the guidelines but also because the umbrella organisation which oversees all
the community transport in Mid and South Somerset has been told by our
insurers, who protect us against litigation, that they cannot insure us during this
period.
This said, we still have a duty co-ordinator on standby who will be able to
return us to normal operations very quickly when the situation improves. So, for
example, when hospitals start returning to normality and you receive an
appointment and would like a lift please call the coordinator on the usual
number (07799 487719) and he/she will update you and hopefully be able to
arrange the transport you require.
Meanwhile, to both customers and drivers, follow the government guidelines
and keep safe. Finally, if during this period of enforced inactivity you have had
any thoughts about joining our organisation as a driver please do get in touch
with me, Neill Thomas on 223613. We would be delighted to hear from you.

Helping St Mary Magdalene Churchyard
To be Wildlife Friendly
Two areas have been marked out to allow the existing grasses and bee friendly
wildLlowers to grow, a couple recorded are the Ox Eye Daisies and a creeping
plant with blue/violet Llowers called Ajuga.
Coronavirus has put a hold on working with the school or Scouts for now but
hopefully, children will be able to visit at some time in the future to look at what
is happening. The wildlife friendly shrubs that Llower successively have survived
the winter and are doing alright. Swift nests will be sited on the tower with help
from Julia Manning.
If there are any comments or suggestions contact me on 224448. Sandra.
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Keinton Mandeville Methodist Chapel Weekly events Cancelled unkl further nokce

Contents guide and details of events by Date and Page number
July 2020

Church Re-opening details Page 3

Wheathill Priory Group

Community Transport details (page 3)

Virtual MeeHngs info:

Keinton Parish Council Update (Page 6)
Barton History Club Update details (Page 6)
Beneﬁce Choir (Page 4)
LDGC - Garden news and QUIZ (Pages 10 & 11)
Keinton WI details (Page 15)
Lydford 3rd Tuesday Group details (Page 11)
Lydford Parish Council details (Page 8)
Lydford NHW details (Page 9)
Barton St David Scout Group Update (Page12)
Keinton Mandeville Area Scrub Hub (Page12 & 13)
Bath & Wells Diocese - Praying for Zambia notes ( Page 7)
PlotgateCSA notes and Update ( Page8)
Bath & Wells Diocese – Bishop’s message (Page15)
Charlton Mackrell C of E School In Lockdown Page 8
Keinton Mandeville Methodist Chapel Contact details Page 14
Knit and NaZer contact details (page 13)
Notes from Mother’s Union e-NewsleZer page 14
Somerset Bereavement Support (Page 16)

THE METHODIST CHAPEL, KEINTON MANDEVILLE
Minister: Rev Craig Manley Tel: 01963 351598

A message from the Rev. Craig Manley
"In the current situation we are available for contact should people feel distressed,
desperate or just needing to ofJload the pressures we all will undoubtedly be under.
Stay safe and well and above all share the hope and conJidence that can be found
in our community, when we look after one another."
Craig
Reverend Craig Manley HCMANLEY Methodist Church, Somerset Mendip Circuit
Tel: 01963 351 598 : Mobile: 07900 687 264
hcmanley@outlook.com : craig.manley@methodist.org.uk

The Henry Livius Trust
The Livius Trust aims to provide items, services or facilities at Keinton
Mandeville Primary School to advance religion in accordance with the
doctrines of the Church of England. The Trustees are open to any
proposals to accord with the Trusts aims.

Rev. Jane Durham (01458) 223417
Deborah Whittingham (01458) 224057
Belinda Simson (01458) 223470 Neill Thomas (01458)223613
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The Beneﬁce Choir
The BeneLice Choir has been busy during lockdown and
thanks to Trevor, our technical expert, we have recorded two
YouTube videos! These can be found on the Wheathill
BeneLice YouTube page: [Wheathill BeneLice YouTube page].
Over twenty singers and one dog took part.
I think we all found it slightly terrifying recording
ourselves singing but have been delighted with the results.

We miss meeting together to sing, so our next aim is to begin regular sessions
again using Zoom. These will be quite different to normal rehearsals, but at least
we will be able to unite as we sing some of our favourite hymns and songs to
prepare for more recording. The general advice for singing
collectively makes bleak reading, so this will need to become
our new "normal". We will need to embrace modern
technology, only a few months ago hardly any of us had heard
of "Zoom", let alone be thinking of using it!
We would welcome any extra singers, so do please contact
me for further information. [Lynne Kirkman 01458 850040].
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Keinton Mandeville Parish Council
(01458) 224593 Sun View, Babcary Lane, Keinton Mandeville kmpcclerk@gmail.com
Privacy Notice: http://www.keintonvh.co.uk/village/PCArchice/KMPCPN.pdf

Parish Council Meekngs
During the current restrictions Parish Council meetings will continue to be held
remotely and details will be published on the website –
http://www.keintonvh.co.uk/village/Parishcouncil.php at least three days
beforehand. Details of how the public can join these meetings will also be
published on the website.

Next Meekng
Whilst the current restrictions remain in place, the next meeting is planned to
take place on 7no July 2020 at 7:30pm.

Overhanging Hedges
It is the time of year where shrubs and hedges are growing rapidly, this a plea to
those residents who have shrubs that are growing alongside the highway/
pavement. In some areas these are restricting visibility and access, please check
your gardens and greenery and cut back if necessary.

Barton History Club
Dear Members and Friends,
As will be understood, our June talk on ‘The Battle of Britain
over Somerset’ has been postponed. (In its stead a quick quiz has
been emailed to members – with answers to be emailed to Gill
Hooks for the 7 local pictorial questions.
Gill and Barry tell me there is a small prize for the winner. In the case of a tie one
name will be drawn at random to receive it. Good luck !)
David Lawson’s YouTube tour and talk in May ‘The Building of Barton St David
Church’ has been widely viewed by Members and Friends. Such has been the
interest that one of our Members has kindly transcribed the talk onto DVD for
ease of playback (computer, TV DVD player etc.).
To order a DVD please email peter@pfarrant.co.uk - a small charge of £2 is
asked. Needless to say BHC has put David’s DVD into the Village Archive – it is a
valuable asset.

Concerning Future Meekngs

Unfortunately the future situation regarding the pandemic remains very
uncertain and so your committee has sadly taken the decision not programme
any meetings for the foreseeable future. As some sort of compensation we will
carry over all 2020 memberships to cover the whole of 2021.
July 2020 – As has already been announced, Barton Carnival has been
cancelled. There are plans yet to be conLirmed, to run a smaller scale gathering in
September. If so BHC will book a table. Past Carnivals have proved a good way of
meeting folk.
August – Gill and Barry Hooks had planned a visit to Butleigh to follow the
Heritage Trail with tea after in the Drawing Room. This will unfortunately not
now be possible due to social distancing safety concerns.
September – As stated above if there is a smaller scale Carnival we will have
presence.
October – As you may remember, we were planning a very special speaker –
best selling author and notable historian, Dr Ian Mortimer. Given all the Covid
clouds, the BHC programme team are clear that sadly we cannot go ahead with
planning this meeting.
November – It is hoped that this time we shall be able to welcome our booked
speaker Andrew Pickering, Head of Strode College History Dept., who will talk
about the extraordinary eruption of Witchcraft belief & persecution in 17th C
Somerset (and Europe). A fearful time.
I’m sure you understand the hesitancy which is holding the team back from
organizing Village Hall meetings which we know you enjoy. As soon as we can
return to them we will. Meanwhile if you have thoughts about activities we could
do, please don’t hold back.
Sincerely, Peter (Robinson)
Barton History Club
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Posted on 4th June 2020
in Headlines, Connect, From the Bishops

Apart but skll together:
praying for Zambia
Although Bishop Ruth and Archdeacon Adrian have been unable to make their
planned trip to Zambia to attend the Eastern Diocese’s celebration of opening
new diocesan ofLices this week due to the Covid-19 pandemic, all those in
Zambia have been very much in their thoughts – while others in the diocese
continue to offer valued support.
Bishop Ruth says, “I sent my best wishes to the Zambian bishops this week as I
have been unable to visit. I’m so very sorry that I can’t join them but hope and trust
that they and all our Zambian brothers and sisters continue to know God’s rich
blessings and resourceful peace at this time. I assured the bishops that we continue
to pray for them and look forward to the time we can join together once again
either in Zambia or when the Lambeth Conference can take place. I know that many
others across the diocese also continue to hold Zambia in their prayers and was
delighted to hear from Karen Butt this week, who is one of the team who visited as
part of the 40RS anniversary celebrations. During the visit she connected with a
priest’s wife, Esther Mwanza, and has continued to work with her to support people
in Zambia.”
Speaking about her work Karen says,
“With the help of the hospital and
support from the Legge Group, Esther
and I had been able to get literacy
and healthcare classes started and a
Life and Survival Skills programme
run by the Diocesan Gender Project in
Eastern Diocese.
Karen Buf with her Zambian hosts
at St Francis’ Hospital
We have also been discussing the situation and needs of the group of expectant
mums who wait at the hospital to give birth, sometimes many months, they are
called ‘The Waiters’.
Some ‘Waiters’ at St Francis Hospital
“Due to the threat of Covid-19 all the
programmes have currently been
stopped but the ‘Waiters’ continue to
arrive at the hospital. In discussion
with Esther we have been able to
provide funds for them to provide Jive
water containers for handwashing,
soap and materials to make face masks

Some of the masks provided to the ‘Waiters’.
The hospital and area have established good contingency plans and emergency
response teams ready for any suspected Covid-19 patients though thankfully they
have none so far. They ask for our continued prayers for their protection from
Covid-19.”
The number of Covid-19 (Coronavirus) cases of Zambia are modest at
present, but it is still in the early days of the epidemic in the country. To Lind out
more about our connection with Zambia visit the World Mission section of the
diocesan website.
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St Peter’s Church, Lydford on Fosse
The Walters and Pope Trust Fund (Lydford-on-Fosse)
❖ HELP! Do you know anyone in Lydford who needs help and/or support?
❖ It may be help with buying books for university.
❖ It may be help with buying tools or equipment for a new job.
❖ It may be support for someone who is ill, or who is caring for someone.

The Walters and Pope Trust Fund has a small annual income – the Trustees
would like to spend this money, fairly and discreetly, for the beneLit of anyone
who lives in Lydford. If there is anyone who would like assistance, please
contact the Trust in conLidence: Secretary, Caroline Seehra (New number) tel:
(01963) 240735 or The Treasurer, Ann Parkhouse tel: 01963 240268.

The Welcome and POPin Cafe
We will let you all know when we can start up again. Keep well and keep safe.

Lydford on Fosse Parish Council
Please check our website for details of our Virtual Monthly Meetings at:
lydfordonfosse.co.uk – Click on Parish Council, scroll down to that month’s
agenda and link for Zoom meeting on Lirst page of agenda. lofpcclerk@gmail.com
Meekngs dates for 2020: August 13th, September 10th, October 8th,
November 12th and December 10th.
PlotgateCSA Community Farm and our changing kmes
With the gradual easing of lock-down conditions, we’ve welcomed two trainees
to the Plotgate team for this season. ack and Jake have settled in for three days
each week for the summer, Linding out all about how we plan, grow, and share
vegetables by being part of the process.
As well as learning together by practical experience alongside other growers,
we have fortnightly themes for discussion and reading and are all discovering
new details about the garden wildlife, botany, soil and weeds so far – with more
to look forward to in the coming weeks.
Apart from good growing weather - the June rain has been most welcome –
the timing of everything we do in the gardens is crucial to keeping the vegshares bountiful and balanced through the year.
All the help this Spring to keep up with the season is showing abundant
results as the veg-shares change from a carefully assembled ‘hungry-gap’ range
to boxes with colourful courgettes, carrot bunches and summer salads among
the fresh greens and new potatoes.
As well as the Friday 4 –7pm collection from the Barton Inn skittle alley, for
now the Monday collection point is at a back-up location, the garage of a
member household in Glastonbury, on a self-service basis. and on Saturday
mornings the named boxes are on a trolley just inside the door of The
Bridge in Langport, open as a food shop, to be picked up easily. And, of
course, we continue cheerful and socially-distant deliveries to doorsteps!
Plotgate Community Farm is co-operatively run by its members, growing
seasonal vegetables on a 9-acre site in Barton St David. The Farm’s members can
collect, or have delivered, a weekly or fortnightly share of the produce, each box
containing at least 8 different types of vegetable. There are events, activities and
opportunities as well as fresh food all through the year.
Every Friday from 4 -7 pm we have freshly-picked vegetables to collect from
the Barton Inn. f you’d like a share of the harvest – we also deliver on Monday
evenings and Saturday mornings.
Call or text 07817 608 283, or email plotgate.csa@gmail.com. You can also
Lind us on Facebook, and at www.plotgatecsa.wordpress.com
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Lydford Neighbourhood Watch – lydfordnhw@gmail.com
Emergency Call 999 Non - Emergency Call 101
To Remain Anonymous Call 0800 555111

Street Contacts
A37 – David Marten 01963 240571
Lydford on Fosse - Cary Road and Somerton Road – Tim Evans 01963 240507
East Lydford - Church Lane (A37 side) – Ian Poynter 01963 240424
Church Lane (Castle Cary side) Lynne Mitchell 07773 345092

West Lydford
South of the Brue – Anne Parkhouse 01963 240268/Mike Pauley 01963 240469
North of the Brue – Linda Foote 01963 240336
B3153 from Lydford traﬃc lights to boundary with Keinton Mandeville including
King o’ Mill – Janet Holden 07709 277893
Village Contact – Lynne Mitchell 07773 345092
lydfordnhw@gmail.com

Covid - 19 Track and Trace Scam
The following transcript and information have been issued by Avon and
Somerset Police regarding a Covid – 19 NHS Track and Trace Scam.

Someone received a call as follows: The caller stated they were from the NHS track and trace service and according
to their system the member had come into close contact with someone who had
tested positive for Covid-19, therefore they needed to self-isolate for 7 days and
take a Covid-19 test. (First mistake Isolation is 14 Days)
The member queried who this person was and advised this was conLidential but
must take the test in 72 hours. “The caller asked for the members address and this
was provided and was then asked for a payment card and a one off fee of
£500” (Second mistake, they will not ask for payment) as there are penalties
for not complying. Fortunately, the member spotted this scam and hung up the
phone.

It is important to note
Contact tracers will never:
•

ask you to dial a premium rate number to speak to us (for example, those
starting 09 or 087)

•

ask you to make any form of payment or purchase a product or any kind

•

ask for any details about your bank account

•

ask for your social media identities or login details, or those of your
contacts

•

ask you for any passwords or PINs, or ask you to set up any passwords or
PINs over the phone

•

disclose any of your personal or medical information to your contacts

•

provide medical advice on the treatment of any potential coronavirus
symptoms

•

ask you to download any software to your PC or ask you to hand over
control of your PC, smartphone or tablet to anyone else

•

ask you to access any website that does not belong to the government or
NHS

Guidance on NHS Track and Trace can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-how-it-works
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Lydford and District Gardening Club
June has not really been Llaming. Most of it has been a mixture of rain and
warmth. Perfect growing weather. After April and May of unprecedented
sunshine and lack of rain June is hard at work ameliorating statistical extremes.
Very good of it to make such an effort. And effective too because the roses have
been stunning. Lots of blooms of all different colours and with the recent
moisture indicating that a second Llush should be on the way.
Looking at the Llower border and seeking inspiration it seemed like a good
idea to create a few questions based on the colours that might be found in a
garden at this time of year. But not gardening questions because if that was the
case, all those people who were not gardeners, and, surprisingly, there are a few
still waiting to undergo re-education, would not know any of the answers. So,
below are twenty of the Linest bits of pointless knowledge known to the human
race and, as before, more marks are awarded for answers plucked from the ether
rather than extricated by way of an electronic device. Enjoy!

LDGC Quiz
1. What was the name of the race of aliens who were the main opponents of
Captain Scarlet? Which planet did they come from and which ‘Captain’ did
they manage to control as a mole in the ‘Spectrum’ organisation?
2. What are the colours on the standard M.C.C. members’ tie? They produce a
rather garish effect but are deLinitely recognisable!
3. What are the colours of the wires in a standard 3-pin electrical plug and to
which terminals should they be connected if a good outcome is desired!
4. In heraldic terms, apt as we have all been researching our family coats of
arms in these time-rich times, to what colour does the term ‘gules’ refer?
5. In which National Park are the Blue John Caverns? And whilst on the subject
of National Parks, within which one would you Lind ‘Old Faithful’?
6. What is the colour and shape of the Quality Street chocolate which is a
‘noisette supreme’?
7. Give the names of the four seas which are a colour. To show off also give an
indication of where each particular sea can be found. More or less will do.
Exact longitude and latitude are not required.
8. What town or city is the State Capital of Louisiana? Upon which river does
this settlement stand?
9. From which country does the wine known as ‘Vinho Verde’ originate? What
is the literal translation of that name into English?
10. Which song, written by Neil Diamond, was a number one hit in the United
Kingdom in August 1983 and which was the group that had such a success
with this song?
11. On the iconic map of the London Underground which line is coloured brown?
Lots of extra points are also available for naming the stations at the ends of
this line and even more credits can be gained by naming the gentleman who
was responsible for the design of the map!
12. What do Stoke City F.C. shirts and Salvia microphylla ‘Hot Lips’ have in
common? (Insincere apologies for sneaking in gardening and Stoke City into
the quiz and even in the same question!)
13. Give the colours of the groups of properties on a standard Monopoly board.
Start at Old Kent Road and go clockwise. Do not pass ‘Go’! If the prices of the
properties can also be given then time in ‘lockdown’ may well have been
misspent!
14. Who is the lead guitarist and driving force of the band ‘King Crimson’?
Bonuses for the name of his wife and the title of the band’s debut album will
be grudgingly allocated.
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LDGC Quiz
…… Conknuakon

15. Give the ‘address’ of the Lonesome Pine as sung about by Laurel and Hardy
on their single which reached a high of Number 2 on the United Kingdom
singles’ chart in 1975. For stunningly impressive extra points, give the name
of the Lilm in which the duo Lirst performed the song.
16. What is the ‘nom de guerre’ of Sir Percy Blakeney according to a novel
published in 1903? Who was the author of this Line work of Liction?
17. Whilst the name Priscilla Maria Veronica White O.B.E is an impressive
handle, it is not how this lady is best known. Give the name under which she
achieved fame and, as ever, a few extras might be available for naming all of
her singles which reached the top of the charts!
18. Which political and military leader had a group of followers known as the
‘redshirts’? What is this gentleman’s contribution to unnecessary caloriLic
intake?
19. Give the title of the book, published in the U.S.A. in 1850 which features, as
its main character Hester Prynne. Who wrote the book and an extra
thousand points are available if any other titles written by the same author
can be remembered!
20. Which English King landed at Brixham in 1688? Make a connection between
this monarch and toasts being drunk to the ‘little gentleman in the black
velvet waistcoat’.

And there we have it!
Answers are obviously available on the internet but if anyone cannot be bothered
to look them up – then as soon as the Cross Keys opens its doors I shall be willing
to discuss all the inaccuracies and errors which might be contained in the
questions over a pint of ‘Beyond the Pale’.
Which brings to mind another question - where is or was ‘The Pale’ and
what could possibly be meant by being beyond it!

Lydford Third Tuesday Group
Meekngs: Suspended until further notice.
We now have our own Third Tuesday website for members and friends to
keep in touch and share items of interest with everyone.
Link to website: https://lydford3t.btck.co.uk.
We will let members know as soon as we think it is the right time to start up
our meetings again and a revised programme of events will be put on the Third
Tuesday website. In the meantime, please send your contributions for the
website to Lesley.
Women Visitors are welcome to all our events held at 7:30pm on the third
Tuesday of most months in the Parish Hall, West Lydford.
Membership is £15 p.a. Please contact Sarah Gooder on 240698 or Lesley
Ridgley on 240837 if you would like more information or if you would like to
come along with someone. Everyone is welcome to attend our “Open Meetings”
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Barton St David Scouts, Beavers, Cubs and Explorers
It is not clear when Scouting will resume face to face (we
are assuming not for a number of months) but we are still
trying to engage our members in activities. After the real
success of the virtual camp Scouts of all ages have been
taking part in Scouting at Home using our Online Scout
Manager, activities on our website and activity ideas
supplied by the District, County and National Scout
Association.

Badges are still being won and ordered so that they can be distributed.

There will be another virtual camp in the next month or so but in the meantime
the Scout Association have provided us with a premium Zoom subscription until
the end of November.
We have recently surveyed our parents and they say that they and their
children would appreciate a Zoom catch up about once a fortnight. We can run
Scouting sessions and some games but we are seeking a bit of variety!
Does anyone out there know anyone who might be able to contribute to a zoom
meeting for either the 6-8, 8-10 or 10-14 year old age groups? Perhaps you have
an interest in astronomy, science, cooking, hiking, photography and would be
willing to speak about it?
Or you know someone who does Zoom or virtual talks and you think that they may
work for any of our age groups? Please let me know as it would be so valuable to
our youngsters if they could have something to inspire them over this rather
strange and difJicult time.

As I write, the Scout Association is hoping to make a premium version of Zoom
available which will enable us to do more with the youngsters. It will be some
time before the decision is taken to return to face-to-face Scouting but in the
meantime, the spirit and effort of Barton St David Scouting is alive and well.
Vega Sturgess
GSL Barton St David Scout Group
gslbarton@yahoo.com

A couple of updates

Less scouting meant that there was some volunteering time to be spared
elsewhere! ……….

Keinton Mandeville Area Scrub Hub
At the very beginning of April a group called Taunton Scrubbers was set up with a
few volunteers who wanted to make hats, headbands, scrubs and scrub sets for
those working in the NHS that needed these items urgently.
There were also others who were initially working independently, such as
myself, who made a few scrub sets for our GP son and his colleagues in a Yeovil
surgery because they were desperate for them and simply couldn’t source them
anywhere. Over the next few weeks Taunton Scrubbers managed to fund-raise to
buy more fabric and received many fabric donations as well. From those small
beginnings the group grew and grew and now has nearly 1000 active members.
The logistics of running this group was immense with
driving instructors amongst others giving their time and
vehicles to collect and deliver the fabric, haberdashery and
Linished items. Volunteers were Litting sewing around
their work, their families and all the other demands of
their lives. Dining tables were commandeered to set up
sewing stations. Whole rooms were required to cut out
bolts of fabric. A supermarket gave space as a ‘warehouse’.
The group became so active that it was subdivided into
hubs and Keinton Mandeville became a hub for more than
30 people in Castle Cary, North Barrow, Evercreech,
Butleigh, Barton, Charltons and Keinton. Our hub became
one of the most productive with large rolls of fabric
arriving, being cut and then stitched up. Looking back we
have sewn lilac, blue, green, pink, cream, red fabric and
random sets cut out of donated duvet covers. Others made
waist ties out of sheets or bags, headbands and scrub hats.
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Due to family connections in Keinton
Mandeville, some also sewed for Cardiff
Children’s Hospice with Lego, Disney,
Spiderman, unicorn fabric and more.
We are told that these not only raised the
morale of the wonderful staff that work
there but also brought a smile to the faces of
the young patients.
Fabric was delivered to Taunton sometimes
at a rate of a third of a tonne a week and
then distributed. Demand was so high the
Taunton Scrubbers worked directly with the
Somerset NHS Partnership Trust to ensure
that it was distributed fairly to all settings. The Trust have over 9,000 staff across
Somerset and on top of that we sewed for GP surgeries and Yeovil District
Hospital .
Even by the end of May we had delivered over 14,000 items
with 2,500 scrub sets across Somerset and so the Linal total will
be much higher.
What talent we have in this area! Sadly, our hub made so
many items that I had to stop counting. Certainly 100 scrub
sets in the Lirst two weeks and we just kept on going, getting
more volunteers and more items. Now our machines are
creaking, our backs are aching and our hands are tired.
Thankfully demand is tailing off and we are able to resume
normal lives knowing that we have all put enormous effort into
something that was so worthwhile and received so much
gratitude from those that needed the items. If you have to visit
Musgrove, the GP, a care
home or Yeovil District
Hospital make sure you look
around to see some of the wonderful creations.
Many of us have now made patchwork
squares that are going to be put together to
make a commemorative project to ensure that
our collective work is remembered as a small
part of the support for our amazing key worker
staff across Somerset.
Thank you to everyone in our villages who
played a part. You have been magniLicent!
Vega Sturgess

Keinton Mandeville Knit and Nafer Group
When the Coronavirus restrictions are lifted, Knit and Natter will again
meet every Monday afternoon from 2.00 until 4.00 p.m. at the Methodist
Church Room.
New members, irrespective of ability, will always be welcome. Open
to everyone from all the villages. Ring 223344 for more information.
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We are thrilled that our UK members who don't
have access to the internet at home will still be
able to hear our Midday prayers thanks to the
Church of England's Daily Hope line. Just call 0800
804 8044 from a UK mobile or landline and press
option 4, then option 8.
We are still running midday prayers Monday - Saturday on our public Facebook
page. Thousands of you have viewed these already, but for those interested and
not aware, feel free to watch and comment.
Please remember to share the following sign up link with anyone you think
may be interested in receiving this newsletter: bit.ly/mothersunionemails

Other 2020 Updates
As mentioned in previous issues, the Growing in Hope & ConJidence Together
conference is having to be rescheduled as it was due to take place in June. The
Conference Planning group will be letting everyone know about the future plans
as soon as possible and also about other ways in which we can share and learn
from each other in the meantime.

Mothers' Union Annual Gathering (formally the General Meekng) 2020 will
no longer be taking place on 26th September.
We can conLirm that it has been rescheduled for the same venue, the ICC in
Belfast, on 25th September 2021. There will be a thanksgiving service taking place
in the Cathedral on Friday 24th September 2021. An updated information pack
will be available towards the end of this year.

Mothers’ Union in Tanzania are delivering training, reminding people of
05 Jun 2020
these simple steps to avoid spreading the disease

The Mothers’ Union team
on the ground in Tanzania

• Maintain at least 1 metre (3 feet) distance between yourself and others.
• Avoid going to crowded places.
• Regularly and thoroughly clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand rub
or wash them with soap and water.
• Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth.
• Cover your mouth and nose with your bent elbow or tissue when you cough
or sneeze.
• Avoid shaking hands when you greet people.
• Avoid hugging when you greet people.
• Stay home and self-isolate even with minor symptoms such as cough,
headache, mild fever, until you recover.
Tanzanians are having a difLicult time at present due to ongoing challenges
presented by COVID-19. People are suffering from the disease in multiple
dimensions - Linancially, physically, mentally and spiritually.
The Mothers’ Union team on the ground in Tanzania analysed that there
was a signiLicant knowledge gap. People in general do not have enough
information and are not aware of the dangers posed by the disease. This is
especially the case in villages and among people who fall into vulnerable
categories. This includes impoverished people, the elderly, orphans and
street children.
After delivering training to established communities, they are looking
forward to take action to reach vulnerable people in a speciLic village. This
place is known as Sukamahela village in the Diocese of Rift Valley where
people with leprosy are living. The plan is to raise awareness and provide
soap, buckets, masks, sanitizers, food, information posters and brochures.
How can you support?
The project ask for support in terms of prayers, speciLically that they can Lind the
correct resources and materials vital to carrying out their important tasks.
Notes from MU June 2020 e-Newslefer
mothersuniononline.org
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The Right Reverend Peter Hancock
Bishop of Bath and Wells – July 2020
Building a sustainable and hopeful future
One impact of the Coronavirus pandemic is there is now a
lot of talk about the need to change and to re-imagine
society, in order to build a sustainable and hopeful future.
This is to be welcomed. However, change is something that
we always have to live with. The Greek philosopher,
Heraclitus, writing some 500 years before Christ, was a
great proponent of this. He is known for saying: ‘ There is
nothing permanent except change’ and that you cannot step into the same river
twice. By this he meant that just as the river Llows so that you cannot touch the
same water twice, so no two situations are exactly the same and that the world is
constantly changing.
We live in a time of extraordinary change. Self-driving transport is now
practical, not just for cars, but also perhaps more alarmingly for ships and
aircraft. ArtiLicial Intelligence is opening amazing new possibilities and medicine
is advancing rapidly as the decoding of the human genome increases our
understanding of many diseases. At the same time our world groans under the
weight of lifestyles and exploitation of resources which are not sustainable. I am
writing this on World Environment Day and it is becoming increasingly clear that
we need to change the way we live before we reek even more havoc on the world
which God has given us to steward and care for.
But in looking for change we need perhaps to look in rather than out. I
remember once reading someone saying: ‘You can’t change what is going on
around you, until you start changing what’s going on within you’. Or as Tolstoy put
it: ‘Everyone thinks of changing the world. But no one thinks of changing themself.’
It is sometimes said that if ‘we change the way we look at things, the things we look
at change.’ There may be some truth in that and perhaps we need to use this time
of lockdown to continue to reLlect on what it means to look at the world through
God’s eyes and to live faithfully in God’s world so that we all play our part in
building a sustainable and hopeful future.
Every blessing

Bishop Peter

Keinton Mandeville WI
If looking to make friends and learn about new things, look
no further than our WI. You will be surprised at what we oﬀer
The W.I. are making sure we keep in contact with members, sometimes via
internet group chats, quizzes etc. but also good old fashioned phone calls!!!
If anyone would like to join us and become a friend of the W.I. for the
duration of the lockdown then don’t hesitate. It won’t cost you a penny and we
will be delighted to include you in our communications.
Just email presidentwi@gmail.com

.
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This magazine is produced by the
Wheathill Beneﬁce Parochial Church Council
During the current Coronavirus restrictions – The Parish Magazine issues
will be available on the Benefice Website: wheathill.org as well as on
the village website bartonstdavid.org.uk plus kingweston.net
keintonmandeville.com and linked via lydfordonfosse.co.uk plus the
copies emailed to contacts on Facebook.
When restrictions are lifted, as before a copy will be delivered free to
every house in the villages of Barton St David, Keinton Mandeville,
Kingweston, Lydford on Fosse and Wheathill by our much valued
volunteers.

Please tell any business you may use from adverts shown on pages 2 - 16
that you saw their advert in the Wheathill BeneJice Parish Magazine

